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dentifrices reduce fluoride absorption. Nevertheless, in areas
with fluoridated water providing daily basal intakes of up to
1 mg the additional fluoride from occasional swallowing of
dentifrices could, as with tablets, conceivably lead to some
mild mottling. In fluoridated areas it has been suggested that
the use of fluoride-containing dentifrice should be reduced
to amounts the size of a pea among children too young to
spit out and rinse reliably.
Mouth rinsing with fluoride solutions, subsequently

expectorated, was first shown to be effective and practicable
in a large multigroup study in Gothenburg.29 Eight different
preparations were compared, and daily rinsing with 0.050
sodium fluoride (225 p.p.m. F) gave the largest reduction in
caries. Most Swedish children now participate in supervised
fluoride rinsing programmes in school, and many thousands
already do so in Britain-and since their effect is topical,
rinses, like dentifrices, are of value in children after the teeth
are fully formed and erupted. Rinses expose the mouth
repeatedly to high concentrations of fluoride, and though their
safety has been shown clinically3' and in animal experi-
ments,32 it seems prudent not to use fluoride mouth washes in
the presence of a lesion of the soft oral tissues.
To be fully effective these methods must be used con-

tinuously. Surveys carried out two years after discontinuing
the use of a dentifrice or mouth rinse containing fluoride
showed that the considerable reduction in caries originally
observed had largely disappeared.33 34 Other methods of
topical fluoride treatment include the application by dental
auxillary staff of a fluoride solution or gel to the teeth two or
three times a year. Finally, several studies have shown that
different methods of fluoride application can have an additive
effect: for example, dentifrices and topical application supple-
ment each other21 and the effect of fluoridated water.35
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Paracetamol (Acetamino-
phen) and the Liver
In 1965 two patients died from fulminant liver failure-both
had taken a few days before their deaths a large overdose of
paracetamol (known in the U.S.A. as acetaminophen) with
suicidal intent.' A trickle of such cases has since increased to
a disturbing stream,2 so that there are now annually in England
and Wales about 1000 patients admitted to hospital with para-
cetamol poisoning, and some 3%0 of them die.

In man2 and in several animal species3 large doses of
paracetamol produce centrilobular necrosis of parenchymal
liver cells, so that this drug is a predictable hepatotoxin, like
carbon tetrachloride, bromobenzene, and ot-amanitin (the
mushroom poison). The exact mode of action of even the
earliest of these poisons to be recognized, carbon tetrachloride,
is still debated; but much is already known about the meta-
bolism and toxicity of paracetamol.

Paracetamol is removed from blood by the liver with a
plasma half-life time of about 2 hours.4 Within the liver cell
most of a therapeutic dose is conjugated with glucuronic acid
and sulphate,5 while smaller amounts are probably oxidized
by the cytochrome P. 450 mixed-function-oxidase enzyme
system and the resulting metabolites conjugated either with
cysteine or with glutathione to form a mercapturic acid.6 A
complex series of metabolites is therefore excreted in the
urine.5 Hepatic conjugation of a drug usually detoxifies it, so
which of these paracetamol compounds does the damage?
Much recent work has come from the National Institutes

of Health, Bethseda, where it has been shown that large doses
of paracetamol are slowly bound to the hepatic endoplasmic
reticulum, particularly in centrilobular cells. Pretreatment of
mice with the hepatic enzyme-inducing drugs phenobarbitone
and 3-methylcholanthrene increases this binding of paraceta-
mol and its hepatotoxicity,7 while enzyme inhibitors or protein
deprivation8 do the reverse. Phenobarbitone also increases the
small proportion of a therapeutic dose of paracetamol that is
excreted in urine as the mercapturate.6 The culprit seems
likely to be one of the metabolites of paracetamol rather than
paracetamol itself. Because of the similarity with the meta-
bolism ofbromobenzene, 9 suspicion rapidly fell on unidentified
oxidized intermediates-those thought to be conjugated with
cysteine and glutathione. Thus in mice poisoned with
paracetamol the hepatic concentration of glutathione rapidly
falls.'0 Prior depletion of the liver stores of glutathione either
pharmacologically'0 or by protein deprivation8 increases the
hepatotoxicity of paracetamol, while, conversely, pretreatment
with cysteine or methionine, which are precursors of gluta-
thione, decreases it.8 10

It looks, then, as if paracetamol is usually safely conjugated
with sulphate and glucuronic acid, but that as the dose is
increased either the amount of paracetamol that is oxidized
simply increases to toxic levels or the safe pathways become
exhausted and the toxic pathway becomes increasingly
important. The toxic metabolites are neutralized by gluta-
thione, which contains a sulphydryl group, until all the
glutathione is used up, when other sulphydryl groups around
the cell (such as are present in many enzymes) are attacked,
and damage then occurs.
The theory is attractive. Does it suggest an antidote for

paracetamol poisoning? Once paracetamol has reached the
liver damage might be prevented in four ways. Firstly, the
uptake of the drug from blood by the liver might be inhibited
in the same way as probenecid acts to reduce the uptake of
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rifampicin;"1 secondly, the hepatic metabolism of paracetamol
might be slowed; thirdly, the supply of neutralizing sulphydryl
groups might be increased; and finally, the damaging effects
of the metabolites might be curbed. A treatment based on the
first has not been tried but deserves consideration. Another
sulphydryl compound, cysteamine, reduces the hepatoxicity
of paracetamol to mice, perhaps by supplying sulphydryl
groups, but possibly by slowing the metabolism of paracetamol
in the liver cell.'2 13 It has, therefore, been administered
intravenously in large doses to patients after paracetamol
overdosage; initial results were favourable with apparent
prevention of liver damage.12 The clinical course of para-
cetamol poisoning, however, is variable, and the treatment
causes severe vomiting, so that the results of a controlled trial
are awaited with interest.'4

Glutathione does not enter the liver from the bloodstream,
but its precursors, the sulphydryl amino-acids cysteine and
methionine, do, and early administration ofthesecompounds
to patients has been suggested.'5 The relative safety of this
treatment is an advantage though if the amino-acids are given
orally they might increase encephalopathy in those patients
who were progressing to fulminant liver failure.'6 Such
biochemical treatment will therefore need to be restricted to
the first 48 hours after ingestion of the paracetamol; it is not
likely to be effective later. This use of sulphydryl amino-acids
is reminiscent of experiments done 30 years ago showing that
they protected against the hepatic necrosis produced by
chloroform or extreme protein deprivation.'7

Recently Walker et al.'8 have looked at the fourth remedy
and have suggested that c-tocopherol (vitamin E) could be
beneficial, for they found in rats that prior depletion of
vitamin E increases the hepatotoxicity of paracetamol while
pretreatment with the vitamin decreases it. Vitamin E is an
antioxidant and may therefore reduce oxidation of intracellular
lipids by the paracetamol metabolites; such a mechanism has
been suggested for carbon tetrachloride hepatotoxicity.1 9

Laboratory rats, however, are often vitamin-E depleted, and
it seems doubtful, though not impossible, that vitamin E
given after paracetamol would be effective in man. Beta-
blocking drugs may also be useful,20 but it would be rash to
extrapolate too far from the apparent protective effects of
single doses of drugs.2'

All these potential treatments, however, are limited by the
inevitable delay before they can be administered to patients.
McLean has therefore suggested21 that methionine might be
incorporated into paracetamol tablets as a prophylaxis-an
attractive idea. Or perhaps a small amount of apomorphine
in each tablet would combine in the overdose to empty the
attempted suicide's stomach? It is not yet possible to recom-
mend a routine antidote for the many patients being seen in
casualty departments who admit to taking an overdose of
paracetamol, but it is unlikely to do any harm to administer
2 g of methionine four-hourly if the patient will swallow it.
Most of these patients are young and quickly regret their

action.2 It will be a good example of the value of research to
medicine if the work in animals saves some of them, though
present critics of medicine may point out that this is only
physicians ingeniously correcting a partly iatrogenic disease.
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Cerebral Lupus
Systemic lupus erythematosus-S.L.E.-is a changing disease,
or so it appears from recent surveys both from the U.S.A. and
Britain.'-4 The two most noticeable recent trends have been
the improved overall prognosis and the emergence of central
nervous system involvement as one of its commoner and more
serious manifestations.

In 1954 using life table methods Merrell and Shulman5
reported an estimated survival of 51% four years after the
diagnosis of S.L.E. in 99 patients seen at the Johns Hopkins
Hospital. Ten years later, a five-year survival figure of 69%
was reported,6 while in 1971 the figure had increased' to
76-9%, the ten-year survival rate being 59 1%. In the last
series neither race, sex, nor age at onset had any effect on
survival. While refinements of therapy may or may not have
contributed to the improved outlook it is much more likely
that the recognition of milder forms of S.L.E. has played a
greater part in changing the mortality rate. This effect may
become more marked with the introduction of the sensitive
anti-DNA antibody assay, which provides both a diagnostic
and therapeutic guide to disease activity in S.L.E.8

Despite the improved survival figures, however, a hitherto
poorly recognized problem now looms large in the management
of S.L.E.-that of central nervous system disease. Estes and
Christian' found evidence of C.N.S. lesions-predominantly
psychosis-in almost two thirds of the 150 patients studied;
these ranked second only to renal disease in having the poorest
prognosis.
The C.N.S. manifestations of S.L.E. are diverse, ranging

from seizures to cranial nerve defects and from chorea to
arachnoiditis.9 Far the commonest presentation is that of a
psychiatric illness, ranging from a mild affective disorder to
florid psychosis.'0

Diagnosis, treatment, and assessment ofprognosis of C.N.S.
lupus are still unsatisfactory. Present investigative methods
are generally unhelpful. The cerebrospinal fluid is normal in
over half the cases," and measurement of complement levels
in the fluid has provided clinical guidance only in the more
florid cases. Measurement of DNA antibody levels, while
providing a useful guide to disease activity in other systems,
does not seem to correlate closely with the extent of clinical
C.N.S. disease. The electroencephalogram is usually abnormal
and may be useful where psychological problems predominate.
The results of arteriography are almost always normal, but
brain scans may show abnormalities.12
At present the standard treatment for neurological mani-

festations of S.L.E. is corticosteroid therapy, and many
instances of dramatic improvement have been noted." A much
more difficult therapeutic decision lies in the management of
the psychosis. In the past psychosis may have been wrongly
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